Overview of Dogs Training Programs in Correctional Institutions

Positive opinions about impact that relations with animals have on participating humans were the main reason for introducing animal-based resocialization programs in correctional institutions. As a form of occupational therapy, they aim at increasing and improving social and psychological skills of imprisoned individuals. They aim at creating and increasing empathy, improving communication and its effectiveness, building sense of responsibility and patience. Participants of such programs underline the positive impact on their well-being and subjective sense of wellness. In this text, I present the short history of using relations with animals in improving psychological and social competencies of humans. I also discuss the positive effects that such programs have on the effectiveness of correctional institutions.
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The social nature of humans has been proven by psychological as well as biological research. This research demonstrates the strength and importance of social contacts in proper (meaning-functional) human development and in everyday life. The need for social contacts is shaped by individual subject’s predispositions and it is also structured by cultural factors, but with no doubt, it requires certain level of social skills. Some of them are genetically inherited, but some are shaped by socialization processes.¹ Such skills are the repertoire of verbal and nonverbal behaviors in the context of a personal repertoire that works as a mechanism by which people affect their environment through achieving results and eliminating or avoiding undesirable outcomes in the social context.² Among those skills are: communication, listening, observation, interpretation, as well as the ability to keep a promise, liability and empathy.

The development of social skills is based on primary socialization, followed by secondary socialization at educational institutions and own activities of the person. For convicted individuals, the development of social skills has failed at some stage due to various reasons (such as early education neglect, lack of proper care and attention in childhood as well as lack of adequate role models in early childhood or strong negative impact of peer’s influence in adolescence, and in some cases also health problems resulting in behavioral inadequacy). This lack of properly developed social skills leads to crime commitment and penalty, which, in severe cases, includes imprisonment.

Penitentiary Systems: Focus on Punishment and Focus on Readaptation

At the turn of 18th and 19th centuries, two parallel penitentiary systems based on European models, Auburn State Prison system (prison located in Auburn, New York) and Pennsylvania system³ were developed in the United States. Auburn model was based on silence, corporal punishment and group labor supported by pray-

ers. In terms of architecture and management it became a model copied throughout the United States. It used congregated cells. Only in 1821, the idea of solitary cells was adopted from the Pennsylvania model, which promoted isolation of prisoners from the society and themselves. Both systems were widely criticized, which resulted in the formation of the progressive model of correctional institution. This model provided some form of control to prisoners themselves—those who followed the rules and adjusted their behavior to expectations and thus were able to shorten their sentences. 19th century followed the ideas of Voltaire i Cesare Beccaria, strengthening the mode of thinking, according to which correctional institutions’ task was to enable prisoners’ effective comeback to social life. The leaders of the reformatory movement supported different ideas of correctional institutions, promoting the classification and segregation of various types of prisoners and their individual treatment. They argued for an access to vocational education, employment, indeterminate sentences and previously mentioned rewards for good behavior, as well as conditional releases.

Correctional facilities serve the controlling function in the society and relocate problematic behaviors outside of the society. This, however, is not a satisfactory solution—the real challenge is to bring back to social life persons who are released from prison. The contrast between correctional institution’s routine and everyday life outside of penitentiary system creates serious demands, therefore proper preparation should take place in advance. In order to meet this goal, resocialization programs are run in many of the facilities.

In numerous countries, penitentiary system is based on punishment, which means isolation and deprivation of social needs. The prisoners isolated in designated areas are excluded from socio-cultural environment and forced to live in artificially structured and managed institutions of totalitarian character. Such a limitation of freedom and free will is meant as a punishment. But it also creates situation of an even stronger than before punishment disability in social skills, as prisoners see neither the need for responsible behaviors nor the need to take care of themselves (the institution satisfies all their needs) or anybody else (there is nobody to take care of). Punishment by imprisonment poses a serious question as to how the

---

direct consequences of such procedures contribute to prospective “improvement” of socially adequate behaviors demonstrated by prisoner.

Punishment reflects one way of thinking about prisons.8 Another perspective is set by the goal which is defined as the return of the prisoner to the society. This perspective sets different types of tasks for correctional institutions: they are meant to teach their inmates how to develop socially accepted behaviors. This, however, is obviously an aporia in the situation of isolation from the society, meaning that it is very difficult to be able to re-educate in the area of social skills without the social context provided for training: “In fact, it was unrealistic to believe that rehabilitation was possible in an environment chock full of society’s most flagrant, violent, and repeat offenders. Prison is the worst possible environment to attempt lasting moral or social reforms.”9 In some countries the resocialization programs that are offered to imprisoned persons stay in obvious contradiction with their theoretically designed goals. The most dubious form of resocialization is one of the labor options offered to prisoners in Polish correctional institutions—in some prisons the inmates perform labor duties in slaughterhouses and other meat production facilities. Rabizo10 describes this type of penal work as a clear form of exploitation: not only of animals but also of humans. Involving in such types of activities should be completely prohibited, judging its possible impact on prisoners’ social skills: empathy and ethics.11 The need of developing and improving social skills for those remaining in correctional institutions is important and urgent, especially because jailed persons lose contact with the reality outside of the prison.

Therapeutic Role of Human-Animal Bond

This gap between institutionalized life and life in freedom can be filled by resocialization programs using animals, especially dogs. Therefore, some of resocialization programs conducted in prisons use the presence of animals. Resocialization pro-

grams with animals are a specific type of ecological programs which are conducted also in order to teach professional skills to the prisoners for future employment. Many authors underline valuable meaning of social bonds created in relations between humans and animals. This may have a profound impact on reeducating prisoners to live in the society and prepare them to function in human social context. In such situation, the presence of animals can be used as a powerful tool.

The history of using animals in various forms of therapies providing psychological support in addition to classical medical treatment is quite long and reaches the 19th century. Out of the British mental institutions where presence of animals was introduced as supportive element in healing process, the first to be mentioned as using animals in therapies supporting classical medical treatment was William Tuke from York Retreat, to be followed by Bethlem Hospital, which followed this pattern of therapy from 1860. But the history of therapeutic application of animals’ presence in improving human welfare has a much longer tradition, reaching ancient times. Use of animals in resocialization programs in prisons is believed to have started by an accident: a psychiatric worker at the Oakwood Forensic Center noticed improvements in inmates’ behavior after they began caring for an injured bird found in the yard, which made the facility conduct an experiment by allowing one of the two wards to care of a pet. After a year, the officials discovered that the ward with animals saw a reduction by half in the incidence of violence and suicide attempts, as well as in the amount of medication used. This is claimed to be the first attempt of the use of animals in rehabilitation/resocialization programs in prisons.

To tackle the initial moment of recognition for human-animal emotional bond is almost impossible. Some researchers argue that domestication of the first species, the dog, started human-animal relation almost 15,000 years ago. Certainly, this

process drew human attention to some of the skills of dogs, which were used, and later intentionally strengthened in the process of conscious genetic selection for effective breeding. Based on this process, dogs which assist humans in contemporary world differ significantly from their ancestors. But due to selective process of breeding, dogs surrounding humans nowadays demonstrate high level of recognition of human emotions, they communicate with humans very well and have enormous adaptive ability, which allows them to adjust to even most difficult living conditions. Communication in dogs, both verbal and nonverbal, is an unusually complex phenomena, and this complexity is probably the most important aspect in creating human-dog relation. Nowadays dogs are very responsive to humans, they need human company, enjoy it and learn very quickly. Due to huge differentiation of breeds one can select a dog for every type of living conditions created by humans. Many specific breeds of dogs would not be able to survive in the wild due to physical characteristics generated during breeding process (for example brachycephalic breeds) and mental aspects as well (for example neotenic behavior of contemporary domestic dogs).

In brief, mentioned specificity of a dog as a species made it a most effective service animal, used in wide range of services for humans: support dogs (providing emotional support even in post-traumatic stress disorder—PTSD treatment), rescue dogs, special service dogs (police, customs), assisting dogs (supporting persons with disabilities and those suffering from diabetes, etc.).

Record of scientific evidence on role of human-animal bonds is most commonly rooted in three sources: works of Konrad Lorenz in the area of ethology (based on his discovery of imprinting mechanism, but also examination of human-dogs’ relations), psychological background provided mainly by Boris Levinson in children psychology and Bowlby’s attachment theory, as well as the concept of the self. Third source of explanations for human-animal bonds is biophilia concept formed by Edward O. Wilson, where he states that bonds with natural environment are crucial element of human mental health. As Wilson claims in biophilia hypothesis, human’s relationships with non-human animals are motivated by survival needs—as animals provide assistance in acquiring food and safety. There is an instinctive bond between human beings and other living creatures, as Wilson states, and this

explains why random persons get involved into saving animals but also, why humans do enjoy surrounding themselves with nature.

Bowlby was focused on relations between people; however, many authors argue nowadays to expand the definition to include the relationship between human and animal as well. In his theory Bowlby postulated three types of attachments between caregiver and infant: secure attachment, avoidant attachment, and ambivalent attachment. An attentive and consistent caregiver is thought to convey emotional regulation and security to the infant and result in the infant’s development of a healthy self. Any disruption in attention and consistency can result in avoidant or ambivalent attachment, thought to be associated with difficulties in self-regulation, in developing relationships, and in self-concept. This theory can be applied on the human-animal relations, where one of the participants of relation is an animal. This concept was developed by Sable. Wider interpretation of Bowlby leads to thinking of human-animal bonds as form of social support and companionship, which are crucial in dealing with stress, critical situations management and which increase well being. This way of thinking is a base for using animals as companions is minimizing empty-nest syndrome, reducing stress in traumatic situations, and many other emotionally demanding situations in human life.

Serpell had argued that humans develop relationships and attachments with animals similar to those with other people. He underlined the role of human-animal relations inadequate development of social skills, arguing that animals’ company can replace absence of other humans. This way of thinking was adopted to create resocialization programs involving animals’ presence and participation. In this way the spectrum of animals’ usage was broadened and transferred from therapy (animal assisted therapies) to the area of resocialization and therapy support by animal assisted activities (AAA). From a psychological perspective animal can be treated as “self object” providing not only support, but also a sense of cohesion, self understanding and increased self-esteem (animals do not differentiate between persons with disabilities and those who do not suffer from disabilities—by fully accepting person as companion, they provide sense of acceptance).

---

25 Serpell, In the Company of Animals.
There is also extensive biological evidence of positive influence of animal presence on humans in form of releasing oxytocin. Not only petting dogs, but also dogs gaze stimulates releasing oxytocin—the hormone responsible for bonding and affection, as well as sense of happiness.

Readaptation Programs with Animals

Using human-animal relations in improving human welfare and health is primary an American concept, also applied in the area of resocialization of prisoners: “Correctional officials have found that PDPs have reduced the number of infractions and incidences of violence within their walls, as well as the rate of recidivism for participating inmates who leave the walls behind,”

Cooke claims that up to 2019 there have been over 330 dog programs run in the USA and abroad.

In practice, prison dog programs vary in forms and methodology. There are programs were inmates stay in institutions and dogs are delivered for training sessions, or in some cases to share the cell with inmate. In the opposite form, inmates are driven to shelters and there they do train dogs, clean kennels, groom dogs and feed them as well as help in reparations in the shelter. In some of the programs inmates training homeless dogs in order to increase their chances for adoption, but there are also programs which are meant to train service dogs for persons with disabilities. In some programs inmates socialize and train only puppies and young dogs (later sent for professional training) but in some—humans work with adult dogs.

---
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With growing popularity and value of human-animal relations, concept of resocialization programs with dogs is also used in Poland. My initial research in Poland shows that programs are not structured, they are not precisely defined, and no goals are set. This project is undertaken in order to improve resocialization programs and their social effects. Conclusions drawn from American structure, organization, goals, evaluation of programs can be implemented in the Polish penitentiary system resulting in social welfare growth.

There is already extensive literature covering the subject of using animals’ presence in resocialization programs in correctional institutions. For instance, Jalongo in edited volume provides wide description of evidence-based research on dog training in prisons for rehabilitation, presenting animal assisted resocialization in interdisciplinary perspective. In this volume, one can find case studies and evidence-based studies. She also provides research background for further use of animal assisted programs in prisons. Aysha Akhtar in her book *Our Symphony with Animals: On Health, Empathy, and Our Shared Destinies* writes extensively about using animal’s presence in correctional institutions. Also, Paul Larkin elaborates on this subject.

Process of using animals in resocialization programs in prisons also evokes moral and ethical dilemmas: who should be allowed to participate in therapies using dogs? (Public opinion is especially critical on allowing animal abusers to work with animals—on the other hand from the point of view of resocialization, controlled and supervised contact with animals may be very beneficial here). There are some other ethical questions especially from pro-animal organizations. First of all, they question the status of animals, being used as tools in such programs. Secondly—animals’ welfare must be considered as well. This is related to both physical, and emotional welfare. Bonding humans and animals can be beneficial for both, but this can also be difficult in the situation of separation.

---
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